Alerting Services - Educational Topics/Issues in October 2008

TEACHING METHODS / TEACHING CONCEPTS

Brain-based teaching ; multiple intelligences ; neuroscience applies to education

- The answer depends on the question: a reply to Eric Jensen. (By: Sternberg, R.J.)

- Coming to our senses: incorporating brain research findings into classroom instruction / By Wilmes, B. ; Harrington, L. ; Kohler-Evans, P. ; Sumpter, D.

- Of primary interest / By Schiller, P. ; Willis, C.A.

- When and how neuroscience applies to education / By Willingham, D.

Problem-based teaching ; issues-based teaching ; theme-based teaching ; inquiry-based learning ; game-based learning, etc.

- Sky observation by the book / By Trundle, K. ; Sackes, M.

- Developing inquiry skills / By Liftig, I.

- Unlearning how to teach / By McWilliam, Erica.

- The role of reflection in understanding teaching practice / By Sikka, H.
Engendering inquiry / By Sumrall, W. ; Moore, J.

Caution! Scientists in the making / By Flannagan, J.S. ; McMillan, R.

Teaching with game-based learning management systems: exploring a pedagogical dungeon / By Carron, T. ; Marty, J.C. ; Heraud, J.M.

Use of creative space in enhancing students’ engagement / By Jankowska, M. ; Atlay, M.

Teaching species identification – a prerequisite for learning biodiversity and understanding ecology / By Randler, C.

Evaluation of evidence-based methods used to teach nursing students to critically appraise evidence / By Smith-Strom, H. ; Nortvedt, M.W.

Do classroom exemplars promote the application of principles in teacher education? A comparison of videos, animations, and narratives / By Moreno, R. ; Ortegano-Lanyne, L.

I’m in the “Thinking Business.” / By Lord, T.

Why are your students sleeping through the French Revolution? / By Joseph, B.

Developing a poetry-friendly classroom / By Fisher, A.
- Education of the future / By Guided Child Today
  [Link](http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=tffhAN=32739714&site=ehost-live)

- Number 1 in the ratings: a television-based learning activity / By Woods, A.B. ; Jordan, E.T.
  [Link](http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=ehhAN=32151356&site=ehost-live)

- Sheltered instruction: best practices for ELLs in the mainstream / By Hansen-Thomas, H.
  [Link](http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=ehhAN=31993319&site=ehost-live)

- Building adaptive game-based learning resources: the integration of IMS learning design and e-adventure / By Burgos, D. ; Moreno-Ger, P. ; Sierra, J.L.
  [Link](http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=ehhAN=33680712&site=ehost-live)

- Video games in the middle school classroom / By Simpson, E. ; Clem, F.A.
  [Link](http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=ehhAN=31208748&site=ehost-live)